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The Thai government has been working to overcome this problem with various approaches and yet, it remains
unresolved. In General Pallop Pinmanee claimed that there were only hardcore jihadists. Nevertheless, in the
years following the January 4, event, GPP has opted diplomatic approach when consigning the issue of
identity as its main demand than its previous struggle for independence. It originated in [11] as an ethnic and
religious separatist insurgency in the historical Malay Patani Region , made up of the three southernmost
provinces of Thailand and parts of a fourth, but has become more complex and increasingly violent since 
Thus, the transformation of the issue of independence to identity is perceived as opening up the space for both
parties to negotiate. It sees no reason for negotiations and is against talks with other insurgent groups. Full
Text:. Around some Thai analysts believed that foreign Islamic terrorist groups were infiltrating the area, and
that foreign funds and arms are being brought in, though again, such claims were balanced by an equally large
body of opinion suggesting this remains a distinctly local conflict. Other estimates say there as many as 15,
armed insurgents. On 19 September , a military junta ousted Thaksin Shinawatra in a coup. Over 6, people
died and almost 12, were injured between and in a formerly ethnic separatist insurgency, which has currently
been taken over by hard-line jihadis and pitted them against both the Thai-speaking Buddhist minority and
local Muslims who have a moderate approach or who support the Thai government. Identity issue soft has
been the main factor behind the willingness of both parties to negotiate in comparison to the issue of claiming
independence hard. The BRN-C has as its immediate aim to make southern Thailand ungovernable and it has
largely been successful. Hence, the prioritization on the issue of identity is seen as one of the transformation
process that unfolded within GPP that eventually resulted a series of dialogue and negotiation. Incidents of
shooting, bombing, school arsons, and guerrilla raids are still occurring on daily basis. The junta implemented
a major policy shift by replacing Thaksin's earlier approach with a campaign to win over the "hearts and
minds" of the insurgents. However, these groups have been largely sidelined by the Barisan Revolusi Nasional
-Koordinasi BRN-C , the group currently spearheading the insurgency. The findings of this study found that
the unbalanced structure of relationships asymmetric is the cause behind the assimilation of the identity of
Malay Muslim Patani OMIP. Qualitative-based data were analysed using theories and variables involving
conflict triangle approach, symmetric and asymmetric relationships and conflict transformation. Moreover,
Malaysia is perceived to have successfully played its role as a facilitator in driving both parties to participate
in the reconciliation process. Nonetheless, the reconciliation process between and had experienced discernible
changes when the Patani Liberation Movement GPP and the Thai government were willing to negotiate and
dialogue. Asymmetric conflict is difficult to resolve because the Thai government has a greater power than
OMIP for which the latter is reluctant to negotiate. This study examines research data which focused on the
transformation of issue championed by the GPP from its previous demand for independence to the issue of
identity of Malay Patani that has been awhile subjected to assimilation and discrimination. Although low-level
separatist violence had occurred in the region for decades, the campaign escalated after , with a recrudescence
in , and has occasionally spilled over into other provinces.


